
 

Steam of hot flue gases saves energy at steel
mills
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A new solution from Siemens takes advantage of hot flue gases from arc
furnaces to generate steam. This steam can then be used for other steel mill
processes or for generating electricity. In the past, flue gases were usually not
utilized, so the energy they carried was lost. The system consists of steam boilers,
pipes, water tanks, and pumps and can be directly integrated into the existing
flue gas cooling system. Theoretically, the system could entirely replace
conventional cooling.
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mill processes or for generating electricity. In the past, flue gases were
usually not utilized, so the energy they carried was lost. The system
consists of steam boilers, pipes, water tanks, and pumps and can be
directly integrated into the existing flue gas cooling system.
Theoretically, the system could entirely replace conventional cooling. A
feasibility study carried out at a steel mill in Turkey revealed potential
savings of 44.5 kilowatt hours of electricity per ton of steel produced.
That corresponds to around ten percent of the electrical energy that is
normally required. If the steam were used to preheat the feed water for
the steel mill's power plant, for example, the mill would save 45,000 tons
of coal per year.

Electric arc furnaces melt steel scrap under arcs heated to a temperature
of about 3,500 °C using high-voltage electricity. Depending on the
specific furnace operation, up to one third of the energy used escapes in
the flue gases. Normally these flue gases - which can be as hot as 1,800
°C - are extracted from the furnace through water-cooled pipes. Because
this cooling water circulates within a closed system, it cannot be
permitted to form steam. Cooling towers dissipate the excess heat.

This is where the solution developed by the experts at Siemens Metals
Technologies comes in. The hot flue gas is diverted into a steam
generator, where it flows around pipes filled with water. The heat from
the gas turns the water into steam. A sophisticated system of nested
heating surfaces ensures that heat is transferred from the flue gas as
efficiently as possible. Special recirculation pumps ensure that the steam
boiler is adequately cooled. The system can handle fluctuations in flue
gas temperature and volume, and it is specially designed to deal with the
high levels of dust, some of which is corrosive, in the flue gas.
Continuous steam production, such as that required for generating
electricity, can be achieved through the installation of optional storage
buffers known as "steam accumulators." The heat from the flue gas can
be recovered even more efficiently if the gas is directed through an
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"economizer" after it leaves the steam boiler. In the "economizer" the
gas flows around a second system of pipes, where the remainder of its
heat is used to preheat the feed water for the steam boiler.

The steam generation system has a modular construction and can be
easily adapted to the specific requirements of each plant. This makes it
especially easy to modernize existing steel mills.
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